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ABSTRACT

Reverse regression has recently been proposed to assess salary dis

crimination by gender or race. We consider several stochastic models and

find the one that justifies reverse regression. Testable implications

are deduced, and the analysis is illustrated with empirical material.

I

-------"-------"-------------



REVERSE REGRESSION AND SALARY DISCRIMINATION

by Arthur S. Goldberger

1. Introduction

Are men paid more than equally-productive women? The conventional

approach to answering this question is to regress an earnings variable (y)

upon a set of productivity-related "qualifications" (x = (xl' ••• , ~)')

and a gender dummy (z: z=l for men, z=O for women). This estimates

(1) E(Ylx,z) = b'x + a z,

in which the coefficient a is taken to be the discriminatory premium paid

to men. I have introduced, and will maintain, several conventions and

assumptions: all regressions are linear-additive, all variables have zero

means for women, and sampling variability is neglected. The raw difference

between men's mean y and women's mean y is denoted m: we write E(y Iz) = mz.

Over the past decade, this direct approach has been used on national

samples (e.g. Oaxaca, 1973), on individual firm data (e.g. Malkiel &

Malkiel, 1973), and in various discrimination suits: see Finkelstein (1980),

Baldus &Cole (1980: Chapter 8; 1982: Chapter 8), Bloom &Killingsworth

(1982). The usual finding, namely a > 0, is offered as evidence of salary

discrimination in favor of men, that is against women: among men and women

possessing equal qualifications, men are paid more. Similarly for the

analogous white-black comparison, for which I adopt the analogous coding:

z = 1 for whites, z = 0 for blacks.
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Recently, an alternative approach has been proposed, one which turns the

question around to ask "Are men less qualified than equally-paid women?":

Roberts (1980), Birnbaum (1979a,b; 1981), Kapsalis (1982), Dempster (1982),

Kamalich &Polachek (1982), Conway &Roberts (1983). The version of the

new approach which particularly concerns me is one that is intended to handle

the multiple qualification case: Let q = ~'~ denote the scalar index of

qualifications implied by the direct regression. Now regress q upon y and z,

estimating

(2) E(qly,z) = c y + d z,

and take the coefficient d to be the excess qualifications required of men.

On this approach, the finding d < 0 is needed to establish discrimination in

favor of men: among men and women receiving equal salaries, the men possess

lower qualifications.

One might anticipate that this new, reverse, approach would give the

same qualitative answer as the customary, direct, approach. If men are paid

more than equally-qualified women, then they are less qualified than equally

paid women: a > 0 => d < O. Hhile that reasoning applies to a deterministic

relationship, where y = b'x + az = q + az implies q = y - az, it is by no

means guaranteed empirically where relationships are far from deterministic.

Hashimoto &Kochin (1980) provide a striking example by tabulating median

income vs. education, and vice-versa, for whites and non-whites using the

1960 Census. As shown in Table 1, at each level of education, average

income was higher for whites (a > 0), but at each income level, average

education was also higher for whites (d > 0). They describe this as a

"riddle" to be explained as "an artifact of errors in variables".
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Birnbaum (1979b) reanalyzes a study of 1976 salaries for 119 male and 153

female faculty members at the University of Illinois matched by department.

He reports: "On the average males are paid about $2,000 more than females

with the same number of publications" while "females publish about 2 fewer

articles per five years than males who receive the same salary". Thus, both a

and d are positive, although "one would expect women in a discriminatory

situation to have published more than men with the same salaries". He

rationalizes this puzzle, or paradox, by supposing that salary, publications,

and other measured qualifications are fallible measures of "quality" (i.e.

true productivity). He also suggests that reverse regression should be used

along with direct regression to assess discrimination.

Kamalich &Polachek (1982) report results for gender as well as race,

using 4542 observations in the 1976 Panel Survey of Income Dynamics. As

Table 2 shows, their direct regressions (of log wages upon schooling, tenure,

experience, and the group dummy) indicate substantial discrimination in favor

of men and of whites (a > 0). But the system of reverse regressions (of each

qualification variable upon log wages and the group dummy), also shown in the

table, is indicative in some cases of discrimination in favor of women and of

blacks (d > 0). After further elaboration of the new approach, the authors

conclude: "for the economy as a whole clear-cut discrimination [in favor of

men and of whites] does not exist. In fact, ••• there is evidence of

reverse discrimination [in favor of blacks]." They motivate the use of

reverse regression by asserting that "productivity proxies mismeasure true

p roductivi ty •"

Conway &Roberts (1983), working with data for 274 employees of a Chicago

bank in 1976, report a direct regression of log salary upon six educational,
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experience, and age variables, along with gender. The value of a is .148

(standard error .036) indicating that men are overpaid by about 16%: see

Table 3. Their reverse regression of q = ~'x upon log salary and gender,

however, shows d = -.0097 (standard error .0202). "Hence", they conclude,

"in this application, direct regression shows a substantial and significant

female salary shortfall for given qualifications, and a near standoff of

qualifications for given salary." These authors motivate reverse regression,

in part, by pointing out that:

"In regression studies of discrimination, not all pertinent

job qualifications are available to the statistician. Indeed,

the job qualifications actually available typically comprise

a very incomplete listing of pertinent qualifications for any

job••• The problem of omitted job qualifications points to

the weakness of a direct-regression-adjusted income differential

as a definition of discrimination."

Abowd, Abowd, &Killingsworth (1983) work with a large sample from the

1976 Survey of Income and Education. Table 4 shows a portion of their

results, comparing whites with several ethnic groups in turn. The y variable

is log wage, x contains about thirty educational, age, experience, and loca

tiona1 variables, and q = ~'x is the dependent variable in the reverse

regression. Observe that in each case, the direct coefficient a is positive

(indicating whites are favored), while the reverse coefficient d is also

positive (indicating that whites are disfavored). These authors, who are

by no means advocates of reverse regression, introduce it as a procedure

that may correct for the measurement error bias which is associated with

observed qualifications being imperfect measures of true productivity.
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At this point, it seems fair to summarize the empirical results that we

have been seeing as follows: Reverse regression points to a lower estimate of

salary discrimination (in favor of men, or of whites) than does direct

regression; indeed it often suggests reverse discrimination (against men, or

against whites). If so, the new approach has obvious attractions for defen-

dants (employers) in discrimination suits, and indeed has been already used in

that context. It also has attractions for academic researchers who seek dra-

matic and counter-intuitive results. But the scientific case for reverse

regression, or rather for choice of regression, will properly rest on a

stochastic model of salary determination. As we have seen, advocates of

reverse regression have attempted to make such a case by referring to the

fact, or presumption, that the qualification variables in x do not exhaust

(i.e., are merely proxies for) the productivity assessment actually used by

the employer in setting salaries.

My concern in this paper is to evaluate the statistical argument for

reverse regression. Section 2 sketches the errors-in-variable argument in the

single-qualification case. In Section 3, I evaluate a series of claims about

direct and reverse regression that have appeared in the literature. In

Section 4, I turn to the multiple-qualification case, specifying several

models of salary determination, and evaluate the validity of estimators.

Section 5 re-assesses several of the empirical studies from that perspective.

Section 6 provides concluding remarks.

Some further notation is in order. When each qualification is taken in

turn as the dependent variable, we get a system of reserve regressions:

(3 ) E(x.IY,z) = c. Y + d. z,
J J J

(j=l, ••• ,k)
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which may also be written in multivariate format as

(4) E(xlY,z) =~y+~z,

where ~ = (c1 ' .•. ,ck)' and ~ = (d1 , ... ,~)'. Also, it is convenient to make

the direct and reverse regression coefficients more readily comparable. To do

this, rewrite the reverse regression to put y on the left-hand side, thus

expressing the qualifications differential in units of y. While users of

reverse regression are not always clear on this point, I believe it is fair

to say that they would take, as the alternative to the 'direct estimate (a),

the gender coefficients

(5) a*
j

-d .Ic.
J J

(j=1, ••• ,k)

when individual reverse regressions (3) are run, and correspondingly take

(6) a* = -d/c

when the composite reverse regression (2) is run. On this understanding,

the naive anticipation was that a and a* would have the same sign, and

what we have been seeing is that this anticipation is not always realized.

To fix ideas, the Conway &Roberts results (see Table 2) would be reported as

a = .148, a* = -(-.0097)/.316 = .031:

direct regression shows men overpaid by about 16%, while reverse regression

shows the same men overpaid by only about 3%.
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2. Errors in Variables

It is plausible that the employer, in setting y, had access to more

productivity-relevant information than is contained in x, the vector of

measured qualifications that is available to the statistician: see Roberts

(1980), Dempster (1982). If so, and if that missing information is correlated

with gender, then it is possible that in the direct regression the gender

variable z will be serving in part as a proxy for the omitted variables.

Consequently, the direct estimate a may be spurious, and the reverse estimate

a* may be preferable.

For the situation in which x contains a single variable, several authors

have made this case against direct regression in terms of a classical errors-

in-variables model. Our version, which is formulated to facilitate extension

to the multiple-x situation, runs as follows:

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

y = p + ex z + v

P = S x*

x* II z + u

x = x* + e:,

with y = salary, p = productivity, z = gender, x* = true qualification, and

x = measured qualification. We take v, u, e: to be mutually independent with

222expectations zero, variances crv ' cru ' and cre:' all independent of z. In (7a)

salary is a stochastic function of productivity and of gender. The structural

parameter of interest is ex, the discriminatory premium paid to men. In (7b)

productivity is an exact function of true qualification; we take S > O. In

(7c) the expectation of true qualification is allowed to differ by gender.
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We will suppose that p > 0 since that is considered to be the empirically

relevant case. Finally, in (7d), measured qualification is a fallible indica-

tor of true qualification, in the classical errors-in-variable sense. Figure

IA gives a path-diagram representation of the model.

Now consider the direct regression of y upon x and z: E(Ylx,z) = bx + az.

Since variances and covariances are the same for both genders, we can calcu-

late the common slope as

b = C(x,Ylz)/V(xlz) = C(x*,plz)/V(xlz) = sV(x* z)/V(xlz) =

(8) b = B~*,

say, where

(9)

lies in the unit interval. And then the gender coefficient follows as

a = E(ylz =1) - b E(xlz=l) = a + E(plz=l)-b E(x*lz=l)

= a + Sp-bp = a + (S-b)p =

(10) a = a + (1-'1T*)13 p.

Evidently (with 0 ~ '1T* <1, S > 0, p > 0) the direct regression estimator

of a is biased upwards: Hashimoto &Kochin (1980), Roberts (1980), Birnbaum

(1979a, 1981), Robbins &Levin (1982), Abowd, Ab owd , &Killingsworth (1983).

Since x is a fallible measure of x* ('1T* < 1) and z is a positive correlate of

x* (p > 0), the coefficient on z is positively contaminated. As with most
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interesting aspects of errors-in-variable models, this conclusion has its

parallel in permanent-income theory: see Friedman (1953: 79-90) on

black-white consumption functions.

Now consider the reverse regression of x upon y and z: E(xIY,z) = cy + dz.

We calculate

c = C(x,ylz)/V(ylz) = V(x*lz)/(B 2V(x*lz) + V(vlz)) =

(11) c = ~/B,

say, where

(12) TI = V(plz)/V(y!z)

lies in the unit interval. And then the gender coefficient follows as

d = E(xlz=l) - c E(Ylz=l) = ~ - c(a+B~) = -Ca + (l-Sc)~ =

(13) d = -Ca + (1-~)~.

To obtain the implied estimator of the discrimination parameter a, we

rearrange the reverse regression to put y on the left-hand side, and find

(14)

Evidently (with 0 ~ ~ < 1, S > 0, ~ > 0), this reverse regression estimator

of a is biased downward: see Roberts (1980), Birnbaum (1981), Abowd et a1.

(1983), Solon (1983).

At this stage of the argument, reverse regression merely provides a

lower bound to a. But some proponents of reverse regression push the
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argument a step further by taking the salary function to be deterministic.

2Suppose then that v = 0, so cr = 0, so TI = 1. Then from (11)-(14),
v

c = lIs, d = -Ca, and a* = a: reverse regression gives an unbiased estimator

of a. Indeed, with v = 0, the conclusion is evident by rearranging (7a-b) to

get y = sx* + aZ, whence x* = (l/s)y - (a/S)z, and

(15) x = (l/s)y - (a/S)z + s.

With s independent of z and y, we have

(16) E(xIY,z) = (l/s)y - (a/S)z,

which will indeed be correctly estimated by regression of x upon y and z.

For the analogous discussion in permanent-income theory, see Friedman (1957:

200-206).

The rationales offered for specifying cr~ = a have been rather casual:

Roberts's numerical example (1980: 183-186) just takes it for granted;

Dempster (1982: 12) is "somewhat skeptical about the existence of a

chance mechanism whereby the employer creates a random disturbance and adds

it" to his best assessment of productivity; while Kama1ich &Polachek (1982:

453-456) simply reproduce Roberts's numerical example.

On my reading of the literature, the simple model of this section has

served as the underpinning for sweeping generalizations about the defects of

direct, and the virtues of reverse, regression. To anticipate the pitfalls

of that mode of argument, readers may want to consider two questions:
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(i) granted that measured qualifications give only incomplete

information on the employer's productivity assessment, does it follow

that they are fallible measures in the errors-in-variable sense?

(ii) granted that measured qualifications are fallible measures, are

they fallible measures of true productivity, or of its determinants?

3. Claims and Impressions

As far as I can see, much of the recent literature on reverse regression

assessment of discrimination relies heavily, if not always explicitly, on the

univariate errors-in-variable specification of the previous section. Critics

of direct regression and proponents of reverse regression have made various

claims which I will assemble below. In fairness, I must remark that I may have

taken some of the quotations out of context, and a very close reading of the

articles may reveal that the authors' claims were sufficiently qualified as to

be justified. But I do believe that most readers of these articles will have

come away with the impressions that the assertions made hold quite generally.

To avoid repetition in what follows, let us take it for granted that

"discrimination" means ex > 0, and that men (or whites) rate higher than women

(or blacks) on all productivity variables (including true productivity).

Here is my list, along with illustrative citations.

3.1. The direct regression estimate ~ discrimination !!. biased (upward)

unless measured qualifications fully capture productivity.

Wolins (1978: 717). "Variables such as number of publications are,

however, fallible indicators of constructs, and being fallible they control

incompletely for the target construct, research productivity ••• Covariance
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analysis [i.e., direct regression] ••• is known to be biased••• The group

higher on the fallible covariate will tend to appear disproportionately

higher on the variate•••even when there would be no such disproportionate

difference if an infallible covariate were used."

McCabe (1980:213). "If there are merit variables, positively associated

with salary, and the protected group means are less than the unprotected group

means on these variables, then an overestimate of the salary differential will

be obtained by a linear analysis whenever these variables are excluded from

the analysis."

Roberts (1980: 177) • "There is good reason to expect••• that the omission

of variables •••may have a biasing effect, tending to give the appearance of

discrimination when none exists. Moreover the danger of underadjustment ••• can

be expected to affect almost all statistical studies of possible

discrimination. "

Roberts (1980: 186, 188). "It is a consequence of the fact that statisti

cians must work with (crude) proxies rather than true productivity ••• Under

adjustment •••was due to the fact that the variable proxy can be thought of as

an imperfect measurement of true productivity."

Humphreys (1981: 1192-1193). "One must assume that the correlation

between measured merit and the latent trait is equal to unity if one intends

to consider only the [direct regression estimate] ••• for either theoretical

discussion or social action."

Kamalich & Polachek (1982: 453, 454, 460). "Estimates of discrimination

(the race and sex coefficients) are biased when,productivity proxies mismeasure

true productivity ••• Any regression of wage on productivity proxies in which
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one group tends to have higher productivity will run into this type of bias •••

We have shown that the traditional method of examining discrimination••• is

clearly biased. Failure to account for measurement error in productivity

proxies tends to overestimate discrimination."

3.2. When measured qualifications ~ not fully capture productivity, the

reverse regression estimate of discrimination is unbiased.

Roberts (1980: 177, 186-187). "Reverse regression can cope with this

bias ••• The statistician need merely compare mean values of the proxy between

males and females at each' given salary level."

Kapsalis (1982: 272). "There is no reason to expect that the new measure

is downward biased.•. There is no reason to expect that the new measure is

biased. "

Kamalich &Polachek (1982: 456). Having reproduced Roberts's numerical

illustration (a univariate errors-in-variab1e model), these authors turn to the

multivariate case, and write "From this illustration, it should be clear that

the appropriate reverse regression consists of a formulation in which each

productivity proxy is a dependent variable, and sex (race), wage, and [the

other productivity proxies] ••• serve as independent regressors." They go

on to suggest that dropping the other proxies is also acceptable: "This

simplified version has the advantage of minimizing errors of measurement

problems, though it may suffer from problems of omitted variables.

Further this simple model serves as an upper bound for discrimination".

More cryptic still is their remark (p. 460) that "biases can creep in" to

reverse regression via simultaneity and multicollinearity.
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3.3. !!.. discrimination ~ present then both. the direct and the reverse

regression estimates (i.e., a and a*) must be positive.

Birnbaum (1979b: 719). "In order to demonstrate systematic sex discrimi-

nation, it must be shown not only that women earn less on the average than

men of the same qualifications, but also that they are more qualified on the

average than men receiving the same salary."

Kamalich & Polacheck (1982: 450). "If discrimination exists, one would

expect to find blacks and women to have higher~ qualifications for any

given wage level." Having run the system of reverse regressions (our (3» and

found that the signs of the d. (hence of the a~) are mixed, they say that
J J

"the pattern of mixed positive and negative coefficients••• is consistent with

nondiscrimination, as shortfalls in one area for particular groups are offset

by strengths in other proxies." (p. 459).

3.4. The direct and reverse regression estimates provide bounds for the true

discrimination parameter.

Abowd et al. (1983: 9). "The importance of direct and reverse regression

analyses of wage differentials, then, is simply that in the presence of

measurement error in both p and y, the two procedures will produce an upper

and a lower bound for the actual magnitude of discrimination."

3.5. Reverse regression ~.~ direct than direct regression.

Kamalich &Polachek (1982: 461). It "measures discrimination directly,

and not indirectly as a residual, as done in all past [i.e., direct]

analyses. "
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Many of these claims can be disposed of immediately once we recognize

that the errors-in-variable specification (7) is not the only one which

permits imperfect correlation between measured qualifications and

productivity. (See also Weisberg &Tomberlin (1983: 399-400)). Suppose that

(17a) y=p+a z + v

(17b) p B x + E

(17c) x = ~ z + u.

We take v, E, u to be mutually independent with expectations zero, variances

2220v' 0 , and ° , all independent of z. In (17a) salary is a stochastic function
E u

of productivity and of gender; the structural parameter of interest is still

a. In (17b) productivity is a stochastic function of measured

qualification; we take B > O. In (17c) the expectation of measured

qualification is allowed to differ by gender; we suppose ~ > O. Figure

IB gives the path diagram.

Now consider the direct regression of y upon x and z: E(Ylx,z) = bx + az.

Since variances and covariances are independent of gender, we can calculate

the common slope as

(18) b C(x,Ylz)/V(x!z) = C(x,plz)/V(xlz) = BV(xlz)/V(xlz) = B,

and then the gender coefficient follows as

(19) a = E(Ylz=l) - b E(xlz=l) = a + B~ - S~ = a·

Clearly the direct regression estimator of a is unbiased, even though x
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~ not ~ perfect correlate ~ E... From (17b) we see that the unconditional

squared correlation between x and p is

Observe that x can be a proxy for p (in the imperfect correlate sense) without

being a fallible measure of p (in the classical errors-in-variable sense).

Confusion on this elementary distinction has prevailed in the recent

literature.

Our conclusion on the unbiasedness of direct regression can be established

more simply: substitute (17b) into (17a) to get

(21) Y = ex + az + (E+v) = ex + az + t,

say. With t = E + v independent of x and z, we get

(22) E(y lx, z) =;,= e x + a z,

which is indeed unbiasedly estimated by direct regression.

Consider instead the reverse regression of x upon y and z: E(x!y,z)

cy + dz. We calculate

(23) c = C(x,Ylz)/V(Ylz) 2/ 2 2 2 /e a (S a + at) = ~ S,u u

say, where

(24) 02 2/(02 2 + 2)
~ = ~ a ~ a atu u

lies in the unit interval. And then the gender coefficient is

(25) d = E(xlz=l) - c E(Ylz=l) = ~-c(a+S~)
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so the implied estimator of a is

(26) * d/ (1-7T)a = - c = a - f3]J.
7T

As at (14), the reverse regression estimator of a ~ downward biased. But

now the bias persists even !i. the salary function is deterministic: v = 0

2implies cr
v

222= 0, but cr = cr + cr remains positive, so 7T < 1.
t E V

Nothing in the present specification implies that the absolute bias

will be small. So a* < 0 is quite possible even when a > 0 (and a = a > 0).

Thus the reverse regression estimator may be negative even when discrimination

is present. I suppose one could argue that a* provides a lower bound for a,

but so would any other statistic less than a, in this model.

Nothing in the present specification requires that E in (17b) be inter-

preted as a random addition made by the employer to his productivity assess-

ment. Rather it is intended to capture the additional productivity-relevant

information that was available to the employer but not to the statistician.

Our alternative causal model does require that the additional information

be sex-free: E(Elz) = O.

Finally, what distinguishes (7) and (17) is not that (7) writes x as a

function of p while (17) writes p as a function of x. Rather the distinction

arises from the respective independence assumptions. In both models, p and

z are correlated: E(plz) * O. In the errors-in-variable model (7) some

of that correlation remains after controlling for measured qualtfications.

In the alternative causal model (17) none of it remains. As Bloom &

Killingsworth (1982: 323) correctly point out, "The fact that an unmeasured

variable that affects compensation is correlated with a measured variable•••
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does not necessarily mean•••biased results. Rather, bias arises only if the

unmeasured variable is correlated both with compensation and with a measured

variable at the margin, i.e., when all other measured variables are held

constant." Incidentally, this point is virtually identical to a critical

issue in the earlier literature on estimating treatment effects when assign

ment to treatment and control groups is nonrandom: see Barnow & Cain (1977:

178-186).

Our alternative univariate model suffices to dispose of many claims and

impressions. But a fuller evaluation of the virtues of reverse regression

requires us to proceed to the multivariate case.

4. Multivariate Models

For the empirically relevant situation where there are several measured

qualifications I develop three alternative models. In all three, the salary

function will be deterministic: y = p + az. This simplification is made

because it's most favorable for reverse regression; I will occasionally indi

cate informally results that hold up when the pure noise disturbance is

restored to the salary function. In all three models, the qualification vec

tor x will be imperfectly correlated with p, the latent variable which is best

interpreted as the employer's assessment of productivity. The models differ

with respect to their specification of the structural relationship between x

and p. In Model A, which generalizes (17), the elements of x are causes of p.

In Model B, which generalizes (7), the elements of x are indicators of p.

Model C provides a distinct generalization of (7): the elements of x are, one

for one, fallible measures of the elements of a true qualification vector x*,

which in turn are causes of p. (In the univariate situation where x was
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scalar, the distinction between Band C did not arise). Figure 2 gives the

path diagrams.

For each model, I derive, in terms of its structural parameters, the

coefficients of the direct regression E(Ylx,z) = b'~ + az and of the reverse

regression system E(xIY,z) = cy + dz. From these, the coefficients of the

composite reverse regression E(q IY, z) = cy + dz follow immediately: .q = b 'x

implies c = b'c and d = b'd. The implied estimates of a, namely the

a~ = -d./c. (j=l, ' •• , k) and a* = -dIe, follow as well.
J J J

In each model, the means, but not the variances and covariances, may

differ by gender. Again I take all regressions to be linear-additive, so

that the respective slope vectors can be calculated as

(27)

and then the gender coefficients follow as

(28) a = E(Ylz=l) - E.-'E(xlz=l), !=E(xlz=l) -£.E(Ylz=l).

It should be recognized that the main conclusions hold up under weaker

assumptions provided that the regressions (conditional expectations) are

reinterpreted as projections (best linear predictiors). Some of the deriva-

tions exploit two consequences of the salary function being deterministic:

With Y = P + aZ, for any variable T we have

(29a)

and

(29b)

E(YIT,z) = E(pIT,z) + a Z ,

E(TIY,z) = E(Tlp,z).
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Model A, "Multiple Causes". Suppose that

(30a)

(30b)

(30c)

with

y = p + aZ

p = ~'!. + w

x = .1:!... z + u,

(30d, e) E(u Iz) = 2., V(~I z) = 2:

(30f ,g) E(wlx,z) = 0, 2= cr •
w

Here the employer's assessment of productivity is determined by measured

qualifications, subject to a gender-free disturbance. That disturbance

represents the additional information available to the employer but not to

the statistician. The means of ~ may differ by gender, a property which

carries over to p and. y. For interpretive purposes we may suppose that

the elements of ~ and R are all positive: men rank higher than women on

all the measured contributors to productivity.

From (30a, b, f) it follows immediately that

(31) E(Ylx,z) =~'x+az.

Thus direct regression gives an unbiased assessment of discrimination (a=a)

despite the fact that the measured variables do not exhaust the information

used by the employer in assessing productivity. (Appending a pure noise

disturbance to (30a) would not affect that result).
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To evaluate the reverse regression (and incidentally to verify the

unbiasedness of direct regression), we calculate the within-gender moments

of x and y:

(3 2a , b) E(x Iz) =.l!.. z,

(32c,d) E(Ylz) = (~'.l!.. + a)z, V(y Iz) = ~'I:~ + cr~

(32e)

For the direct regression we verify ~ = ~, a = a. For the reverse regression

system, on the other hand, we find

(33)
2 -1

c = (~'I:i. + cr) L:B,w -

(34) ! = 1:!. - .£. (~'1:!. + a) = -c a + (I-£.~') J:!...

So for the composite reverse regression,

(35)

where

c = 1T,

(36)

lies in the unit interval. The implied composite estimate of a is

(37) a* = a -. (1-1T
) 13'11.

1T _.I::..

Since 0 < 1T < 1, a* is downward biased. (The biases in the individual

a~ = -d ./c. are not determinate).
J J J
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For a simple illustration of the bias of reverse regression, take k=2, and

set

(38) • - 1, Jt - (~), JC - ( : ) ,

Then

E(xlz=l) vex Iz)

E(Ylz=l) = 6, v(y Iz) = 3,

C(x,y!z) = C),
from which

(39) c = (1/3) C) ,
Here a* = -3

1 '
a~ = O. Each reverse regression points away from discrimina-

tion, as does the composite: c = 2/3, d = 1 => a* = -3/2.

Model B, "Multiple Indicators". Suppose that

(40a)

(40b)

(40c)

with

(40d,e)

y = p + a.z

p = llz + u,

E(u lz) = 0, V(ulz)



(4 Of , g ) E<.£.1 p , z) = 2.,
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V<'f..lP,z) = Q •

Here each observed qualification is merely an indicator of the employer's

productivity assessment, subject to a gender-free disturbance. The mean p

may differ by gender, a property that carries over to ~ and y. For inter-

pretation we may suppose all elements of L and ~ are positive.

This causal model is my formulation of the instruction given by Roberts

(1980: 180-181):

"One ordinarily must be content with proxies or surrogate

measures of productivity, which are often called job quali-

fications. Examples of qualifications are years of schooling,

prior experience, seniority, and particular job skills ••••

Although ••• a qualification could be something as concrete

as years of education, it is best to think of it abstractly

a s simply a proxy for productivity."

At the same time it captures the "one-mediator null hypothesis" which

supposes "that one factor, quality, underlies all the intercorrelations"

among the observed variables: see Birnbaum (1979a, 1981, 1982). I am,

however, not imposing the uncorrelated error requirement of classical

factor analysis: the Q matrix need not be diagonal.

The within-gender moments are

(41a, b) E(x Iz) = :r. ~ V(xlz) = LL'
2 + Q,z, (J
u

(41c,d) E(y Iz) = (~+a)z, V(Ylz)
2= (Ju

(41e) C(x, y Iz) 2= L (J •u
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For the direct regression, the slope vector turns out to be

( 42)

where

(43)

-1 -1-1E.. = 1f*(.r..' Q y) Q .r..,

lies in the unit interval, and then the gender coefficient is

The direct estimator of a is biased upwards.

For the reverse regressions, on the other hand,

(45)

(46)

whence a~ = a* = a. Thus all reverse regressions provide unbiased assessments
J

of discrimination in the present model. This conclusion indeed follows·

directly from (40a,b,f):

(47) E(x\y,z) = E(xlp,z) =.r.. p = .r..(y-az) =:r.. y - .r..az,

showing that.£. = :r.., ! = -.r..a, etc.

Our multiple-indicator model clearly supports Conway &Roberts's composite

reverse regression E(q IY,z) = cy + dz as a device for assessing discrimina-

tion. Indeed it justifies the use of anyone of the separate reverse

regressions, E(x.!y,z) = c~ + d.z, for the same purpose. To put it in
J J J

different words, the present model implies that in the reverse regression
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system, E(xly,z) = £y + dz, the vector i is proportional to the vector ~, the

factor of proportionality being -~.

In practice, where sampling variability is present, this proportionality

restriction has obvious implications for model testing and efficient estima-

tion, which I will examine in Section 5.

The pattern of restrictions which we have located in terms of regression

coefficients was manifest in Birnbaum's (1979a: 124) display of implied

correlations, although he did not dramatize it. Some readers will already

have spotted the restrictions in terms of moments in our equations (41):

The elements in E(xlz) -- which in view of our coding conventions repre-

sent the mean differences between the genders on the qualification variables

-- are, in the present model, proportional to the corresponding covariances

in C(x,Ylz).

For a simple illustration of the bias of direct regression, take

( 48) 1, :L = (1/6) (: ), 1.1 6, 6.

Then

( 3 ) c: 6

),E(xlz = 1) = Vex Iz) = (1/6)
2 5

E(ylz = 1) = 7 , V(y!z) = 6,

C(x,Ylz) = C),
from which



(49)
(

2

3 )b = (3/7) a
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10/7.

The direct regression overstates discrimination.

What happens ifa disturbance v is added to the salary function (40a)?

Taking v to have zero expectation and variance 0'2, independent of z, u, f..'v

the only change in the moments is at (41d) which becomes V(y!z) = 2 + 0'2 =au v
2at' say. Consequently the expressions for b and a are unaffected, while the

reverse regression coefficients become

~ = 1.. ~ ,

2 2where ~ = a /0'. Observe that the proportionality restriction persists. But
u t

none of the reverse regressions correctly assesses discrimination:

a - (l~p) TI*~; all indeed are biased downward.

Model C, "Errors in Variables". Suppose that

a~ = a* =
J

(SOa)

(SOb)

(SOc)

(SOd)

with

y = p + az

p = .§..'~*

x = x* + E:

x* = l!.z + u

(SOe,f) E(ulz) = Q.,

(SOg, h) E(f..lx*, z) = Q.,

V(u Iz) = 2:*,

V(f..lx*, z) =
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Here the employer's productivity assessment is an exact function of a set of

true qualification variables. Each observed qualification is a fallible

indicator of the corresponding true qualification, the measurement errors

being gender-free. The mean x* may differ by gender, a property that carries

over to p, x, and y. For interpretation we may suppose all elements of ~

and ~ are positive.

This is my version of the model explicitly given by Hashimoto &Kochin

(1980: 479-481) and Kamalich &Polachek (1982: 452-453). To make the

situation more favorable for reverse regression, I've suppressed the dis-

turbance in (SOb). I have not imposed their uncorrelated error requirement

( diagonal); doing so would not affect the form of my results.

The within-gender moments are

(51a,b) E(!.lz) = ~ z,

(51c,d) E(Ylz) = (~'~+a)z,

V(xlz) = r* + = r, say,

V(y Iz) = ~'r*~

(51e)

For the direct regression we deduce

(52)

(53)

-1
b = L L*~,

a=a+(~-E)'~,

so the direct estimator is biased. I am unable to sign the bias in general,

but as Hashimoto &Kochan (1980: 481) indicate, if

For the reverse regression system, we deduce

is diagonal, then a > a.

(54)
-1

c = (~'r*l~) L*~,
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(55) d = -cex + (I - E..§.' ).l!.'

whence for the composite reverse regression,

(56)

with

c = 7T,

(57)
-1

7T = b 'c = 1L'2:*2: 2:*fu'IL'2:*.§.

lying in the unit interval. Evidently a~ * ex:
J

none of the reverse regressions

provides an unbiased assessment of discrimination. Nor does the composite,

for which

(58) a* = ex -

The directions the biases are indeterminate, even with e diagonal. Contrary

to the claim of Kamalich & Polachek (1982: 456) the reverse regression system

is not appropriate for estimating ex in this multivariate errors-in-variable

model.

For a numerical example, we take

(59)

Then

( 2

1 ),E(xlz= 1) = -- (3
0

O
2
),V(x Iz)

E(ylz 1) = 4, V(y!z) = 3,
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C(",ylz) = (: ) ,

from which

b = (1/6 ) C), a 7/3 ,

c = (1/3) C), d = (1/3 ) C)
It follows that at = 5/2, a~ = -2, a* = 14/11. Observe that, contrary

to the bounding suggestion of Abowd et al. (1983), at and a* are, along with

a, larger than a in this example.

Postscript. Kamalich &Polachek (1982), whose model is explicitly of the

multivariate errors-in-variable type, also propose and utilize a more ela-

borate version of reverse regression. As pointed out in subsection 3.2 above,

in each reverse regression they include all other x's along with y and z as

explanatory variables. That is, for j=1, ••• ,k, they fit

(60) E(x.\y, z, x~)
J -J

where x~ is x after deletion of x .•
J J

I take the implied estimators of a to be the a
J
• = -g./f " For each of our

J J

three models, one can deduce the coefficients in (60) in terms of its
A

structural parameters. Having done so, I can report that the a. are all
J

biased in Model C. Thus contrary to Kamalich &Polachek's claim (1982: 456),

their more elaborate version of reverse regression is not appropriate for

assessing discrimination in a multivariate errors-in-variable model. It is

possible that sharper conclusions -- e.g. on the direction of bias -- can be
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obtained by use of the tools developed by Klepper &Leamer (198Z), but I have

not attempted that task.

Further, the estimates produced by (60) are biased under Model A, while

under Model B they have the same qualitative properties as the simpler reverse

regressions: namely, they are unbiased iff the salary function is deter

ministic, and they satisfy proportionality restrictions whether or not the

salary function is deterministic.

Rather than develop these analytical conclusions, I will use the numerical

examples to illustrate the results of applying (60).

For the Model A example (38), the regressions are

E( x1 Iy,z,xz) = (l/Z)(y + Zz - xZ),

E(XZ!y,z,x1) = (1/3)(y + z - xZ),

whence a1 = -Z, aZ = -1. For the Model B example (48), the regressions are

E(x1Iy,z,xz) = (l/Z) (y-z)

E(xzly,z,x1) = (1/3) (y-z)

whence a1 = aZ = 1. For the Model C example (59), the regressions are

E(xlly,z,xz) = (1/5) (4y - 7z - xZ),

E(xz ly,z,x1) = (1/5) ( Y - Zx1),

whence a1 = 7/4, ~Z = O. Recall that the true value is a = 1 in all

three examples, and that Kamalich &Polachek claimed tqat their procedure

was justified for a specification of the type of Model C.
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5. Model Discrimination.

The models developed above hardly exhaust the possibilities. It's easy

enough to specify a general omitted-variable model in which the structural

discrimination parameter is not identified so that neither direct nor reverse

regression is appropriate. Nevertheless, we have reached a constructive

conclusion. The only known stochastic specification under which reverse

regression provides a consistent estimator of a is the multiple-indicator

one, Model B. That model implies coefficient restrictions on the multi

variate reverse regression system. In an empirical context, where sampling

variability prevails, we can use the restrictions to test the validity of

the model and thus the validity of the reverse regression estimators. And if

the model is valid, we can use the restrictions to obtain a single optimal

estimator of ex.

I sketch the theory. For Model B, let

(61)

so that

(62)

s = (y, z) , , e = (1, -ex)', IT = 1.. ~' ,

This will be recognized as a classical multivariate regression model with

rank-one restriction on the coefficient matrix. We suppose that the sample

consists of independent observations. If we add the assumption that xl~

is multinormal, our model is precisely of the type considered by Anderson

(1951), Hauser &Goldberger (1971), and Leamer (1978: 243-253). Leamer indeed

explicitly discusses reverse regression (p. 252). Maximizing the likelihood

function is accomplished by extracting a certain characteristic vector (which
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serves to estimate l and a) and concurrently producing the characteristic

root which enters the likelihood-ratio test statistic. In the absence of

normality, the same parameter estimators retain desirable properties since

they also follow from a minimum-distance principle.

Thus in practice one can draw on standard principles to discriminate Model

B from its competitors. When Model B is statistically rejected, I see no

scientific basis for using reverse regression to assess salary discrimination.

It would be nice to carry out this program for all the data sets discussed

previously. I haven't yet done so. But working from the published articles

and from unpublished materials kindly provided by Professor Conway and

Professor Polachek, I have reconstructed most of the relevant moments (sample

means, variances, and covariances of the observed variables), and so can report

some results.

For Conway &Roberts's (1983) Chicago bank sample, for which the direct

and composite-reverse regressions were given in Table 3, I've calculated

the six separate reverse regressions and six conflicting estimates of a that

they imply. These are given in Table 5, along with the gender mean differences

on the observed variables (sample analogues of E(. Iz)) as background and the

composite reverse results as repetition. To the naked eye the wildly different

a~'s suggest that the rank-one restriction is invalid. But the likelihood
J

ratio test statistic is 6.8 which is not a surprising value from a X2 (5)

distribution, so Model B is acceptable. The NL estimate of a is .020, quite

similar to the composite estimate a* = .031.

For a number of reasons, the Conway &Roberts study is an awkward choice

to illustrate the statistical assessment of salary discrimination: the

coding of the x-variables is unclear, the set of XIS includes a squared
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term and an interaction term but not the underlying linear terms, and the

within-gender moments suggest that interactions with gender may be present

(despite Conway &Roberts's (1983: 77) reassurances about diagnostic

checking). Some readers may also be bemused by the notion that gender

discrimination is being addressed with respect to salary for a group of 237

employees of whom only 37 are female.

For Kamalich &Polachek's (1982) national sample, for which the direct

and separate reverse regressions were given in Table 2, my results should be

taken as tentative because of the slippage involved in reconstructing moments

from the rounded figures available to me.

The upper panel of Table 6 refers to gender. The gender mean differences

are tabulated, and the separate reverse regression coefficients are repeated

from Table 2. The new entries are the implied estimates a~ = -d./c., and the
J J J

composite reverse regression results. The substantial differences among the

a~ suggest that the rank restriction is invalid. If the restrictions are
J

valid, then the ML estimate of a is .24, essentially the same as the composite

estimate a* = .26. But the likelihood-ratio test statistic is 172 which is a

very surprising value on the null hypothesis that the restrictions are valid.

2(The null distribution is X (2)). By conventional standards of statistical

inference, therefore, Kamalich &Polachek's reverse regressions are useless as

assessments of salary discrimination against women in their sample.

The situation is similar for race, to which the lower panel of Table 6

refers. Again the aj span a wide range. Subject to the restrictions, the
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ML estimate of a is -.39, which is quite close to the composite estimate,

namely a* = -.31. But the likelihood-ratio test statistic is 122, a very

2surprising value from the relevant null distribution, namely X (2). By

conventional standards of statistical inference, therefore, Kama1ich &

Polachek's reverse regressions are useless as assessments of salary dis-

crimination against (or,for that matter, in favor of) blacks in their sample.

6. Concluding Remarks

I conclude that reverse regression results should not be taken seriously

unless accompanied by the information needed to test the restrictions of the

mu1ip1e-indicator model. That model, to repeat, is the only one that can sup-

port the new approach for estimating the discrimination parameter as defined

here. I have ignored a quite distinct rationale for the new approach,

introduced by Conway &Roberts (1983). Their reading of ethical principles

is that, regardless of stochastic specification, the coefficients of the

reverse regressions are legitimate parameters of interest. For critical

perspectives on the ethical, legal, and statistical issues, see Fisher (1980),

Finkelstein (1980: 747-749), Michelson &B1attenberger (1983), Weisberg &

Tomberlin (1983), Greene (1983), and several of the contributions to a forth-

coming symposium in the Journal of Business &Economic Statistics.

To focus on certain statistical issues, I've relied on a very primitive

view of salary determination. Consequently the important issues of compen-

sation packages, information dynamics, hiring, promotion, and retention have

been ignored here, as in most of the reverse regression literature. Some of
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these issues can be handled within a selectivity-bias framework, as has been

done by Abowd &Killingsworth (1982), Abowd, et al. (1983), and Abowd (1983).
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Figure 1. Path Diagrams for rwo Models

,cljUl'e I A F ,!u/'e 18

Table 1

IncOIIE and -Fducation (1959)
Males (25+) Years of Age

White

Non-White

mrlte

Non-White

(A)
Median Incare l:rr Schooling

Schooling (Years)

High School <bllege
None 1-4 5-7 8 1-3 4 1-3 4+

1569 1962 3240 3981 5013 5529 6104 7779

1042 1565 2353 2900 3253 3735 4029 4840

(B)
Median Schooling l:rr InCOIIE

InCOIIE ($l,ooos)

None 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-9 lOt

8.4 8.0 8.4 8.7 9.5 10.5 11.4 12.1 12.4 14.0

6.9 5.1 6.5 7.8 8.7 9.3 10.4 11.2 12.1 12.8

Source: U.S. Census of Population 1960 (Vol. 1, Part 1, Table 223). United States
Census Bureau, 1960, as appears in Hashimoto & Kochin (1980).
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TABLE 2. DIRECT & REVERSE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS IN THE 1976
PANEL STUDY OF INCOME DYNAMICS

y = ~n wage, xl = education (years), x2 = tenure (months), x3 = experience (years).

Gender: z = 1 if male, = 0 if female.

Direct Regression Reverse Regressions

Dependent var: y Dep. var: xl x2 x3

xl .075 y 2.87 51.06 3.41

x2 .0012 z -1.44 13.48 3.23

x3
.0051

z .351

Race: z = 1 if white, = 0 if black.

Direct Regression Reverse Regressions

Dependent var: y Dep. var:
~

x2 ~

Xl .067 Y 1.84 59.10 5.26

x2 .0014 z 1.46 -8.06 -1.63

x3
.0067

z .133

Source: Adapted from Kamalich &Polachek (1982: 452, 458) and unpublished
material provided by Professor Polachek.
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TABLE 3: DIRECT & REVERSE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
(AND STANDARD ERRORS) FOR A CHICAGO BANK

y = tn salary; xl' x2 t x3 = "categorical variables for educational
levels"; x4 = months of work experience prior to hire; Xs =
= square of seniority in months; x6 = "an interaction variable
created from "x4 & age; z = 1 if male t 0 if female.

Direct Regression

Dependent var: y

xl .1844 ( .0838)

x
2

.4427 ( .0764)

x
3

.5647 (.0782)

x
4

-.0006 ( .0002)

x
5

.0109 ( .0020)

x
6

-3.4917 (.7309)

z .1482 (.0356)

R2 .378

Reverse Regression

Dependent var: q = ~'x.

y .316 (.0282)

z -.0097 (.0202)

Source: Adapted from Conway &Roberts (1983: Tables 2 & 3)t and
correction supplied by Professor Conway.
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TABLE 4. IMPLIED COEFFICIENTS (AND STANDARD ERRORS) ON GROUP
STATUS FROM DIRECT &REVERSE REGRESSIONS IN 1976
SURVEY OF INCOME & EDUCATION

y = ~n wage; x = qualification vector; z = 1 if white, 0 if
indicated minority group.

Federal Sector Non-Federal Sector

Puerto Rican Ot her Hi spanic Black Puerto Rican Other Hispanic Black

Direct: .1279 .0476 .1612 .0697 .0080 .1420
( .0821) ( .0337) ( .0204) (.0482) ( .0241) ( .0202)

Reverse: .0056 .0945 .0390 .0818 .0682 .0093
( .0521) (.0195) (.0116) ( .0211) (.0090) (.0095)

Source: Adapted from Abowd, Ab owd , &Killingsworth (1983: Table 3, panel
(B)i). Dependent variable: y in direct regression, q = b'x in
reverse regression. Coefficients are actually differentials
obtained from separate regressions for whites & minority groups,
evaluated at white means.
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Figure 2. Path Diagrams for Three Multivariate Models

r-lODEL A

Multiple Causes

M5DlSL B

Multiple Indicators
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TABLE 5. ANALYSIS OF REVERSE REGRESSIONS FOR A CHICAGO BANK

(See Table 3 for definitions of variables).

Reverse Regression Estimates
j Variable Mean Difference c. d. a"!

J J J

1 xl .0033 -.35 .074 .21

2 x
2

-.124 -.098 -.104 -1.06

3
~

.181 .595 .060 -.10

4 x
4

9.07 -56.94 20.60 .36

5 x
5

3.88 3.06 3.26 -1.07

6 x
6

.0088 -.0066 .0101 1.54

z LOO

y .203

q .054 .316 -.0097 .031

Source: See Table 3 and text.
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TABLE 6. ANALYSES OF REVERSE REGRESSIONS IN THE 1976 PANEL STUDY
OF INCOME DYNAMICS

(See Table 2 for definitions of variables).

GENDER

Reverse Regression Estimates
j Variable Mean Difference c. d. a~

J J J

1 xl -.33 2.87 -1.44 .50

2 x2
33.33 51.06 13.48 -.26

3 x3
4.56 3.41 3.23 -.95

z 1.00

y .39

q .04 .295 -.075 .26

RACE

1 xl 1.97 1.84 1.46 -.79

2 x2 8.20 59.10 -8.06 .14

3 x3
-.19 5.26 -1.63 .31

z 1.00

y .27

q .14 .241 .076 -.31

Source: See Table 2 and text.
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